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Glossary of Terms Used in this Report

Term

Definition

Aft

At, near or towards the stern of a vessel.

Alongside

By the side of a pier or pontoon.

Amidships

At or near the centre of a vessel.

AT

Auckland Transport

Azipod

A steerable propulsion unit consisting of a propeller mounted on a steerable pod
which also contains an electric motor driving the propeller.

Berth

A location in a port where a vessel may moor.

Berth Pocket

An area of clear water space that is available for berthing a vessel.

Bollard

A raised pillar on shore-side structures to which lines may be made fast.

Bow

The foremost part of the hull of a vessel being the point that is usually most
forward when the vessel is underway.

Bow Entry

Entering a berth in a forward direction with the bow leading.

Bow Thruster

Transverse propulsion device in the bow of a vessel to assist maneuvering.

Bunkering

The process of refuelling a ship.

Cleat

A device used to secure a rope on a vessel or pontoon.

Circulation Pattern

A common pattern of movement around a centre to avoid conflict.

CPP

Controllable Pitch Propeller – a type of propulsion system where the propeller
blades can be turned on their axis by the vessel operator to change the pitch of
the propeller. Enables finer control of propulsion thrust at low speeds.

Crosswind

Wind blowing from a direction that is transverse to the direction of travel.

Design Vessel

Characteristics of largest vessel intended to use designed facility under normal
operating conditions.

Detent

A device used to mechanically resist the movement of a throttle at certain points.

DFB

Downtown Ferry Terminal Basin

Dolphin

A marine structure that extends above the water level and is not connected to
shore. Usually a dolphin has multiple legs or piles.

Double-ended

A vessel with a pointed shape to the hull at both ends that is designed to operate
in either direction.

Downtown Ferry
Terminal Basin

An area of water in the Waitematā Harbour between Princes Wharf and Queens
Wharf and extending 50m beyond the northern ends of those wharves.

Draught

The vertical distance from the bottom of the keel to the vessel waterline.

Efficiency

The number of passengers who can be safely transferred in a fixed period
through the Downtown Ferry Terminus at peak times.

Fast

Fastened or held firmly.

Fendering

A flexible bumper used to reduce the severity and consequences of vessel
contact with berthing structures.

Fender Pile

A pile installed for fendering purposes. Fender piles may be independent of
adjacent berthing structures to allow movement to absorb berthing impacts.
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Term

Definition

Ferry

A vessel licenced to carry fare-paying passengers on Auckland Harbour and
permitted to use the Downtown Ferry Terminal on a scheduled service.

Fetch

The uninterrupted distance over water which a wind or waves can travel.

Flare

The upward and outward curvature of a vessel’s bow above the waterline.

Gangway

A ramp used by passengers and crew to board a ship, or to move between
shoreside piers and pontoons on different levels.

Gross Tonnage

A measure of the cargo capacity of a vessel.

Harbourmaster

Person warranted by Auckland Council under s.33D of the Maritime Transport
Act.

Harbourmaster’s
Direction

An instruction to vessel masters issued by the Harbourmaster under s.33F of the
Maritime Transport Act. Directions may be standing or situationally specific.

Head Line

A mooring line attached near the foremost part of a vessel.

HFO

Heavy Fuel Oil.

Inter-arrival time

Average time between ferry arrivals.

JMT

Java Modelling Tool.

Layover berth

A berth used to hold a ferry when it is not in service.

Master

The person in charge of a vessel.

Manoeuvre

Change the direction of a vessel.

MDO

Marine Diesel Oil.

Mooring Rope

A rope used to make fast.

NZMS

New Zealand Maritime School.

Pier

A structure designated for the embarkation and disembarkation of passengers. A
pier may have several berths.

Pontoon

A floating structure used for passenger access when alongside.

Portside to

Berthing with the port (left) side of the vessel against the berth.

Propulsion System

The system used to generate thrust to move a vessel through the water.

Queuing Model

A digital model of performance where access to a service at times of peak
demand is organised by queuing.

Sawtooth

A sequential arrangement of berths where each berth is partly angled towards
open water.

Shoreside

Fixed facilities that do not move with the tide and associated activities.

Similarity

That a simulated environment is representative of the real environment in terms
of the key operational characteristics of concern.

Simulation

An immersive electronic system that emulates key operating characteristics of
vessels and the marine environment.

Starboardside to

Berthing with the starboard (right) side of the vessel against the berth.

Stern

The aftmost part of a vessel.

Stern Entry

Entering a berth in the aft direction (i.e. the reverse of normal movement)

Sternwards Entry

As above.

Sullage

Sewage and greywater generated during operation of a ferry.

Term

Definition

Superstructure

The parts of a vessel, other than masts, above its hull and main deck.

Telegraphs

Controls operated by ferry master to individually control the throttle and
propulsion settings for each propulsion unit.

Terminal

The end of a transport route.

Terminus

The facilities at the end of a transport route (sometimes used interchangeably
with Terminal).

Winch

A device for pulling on a rope.
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1. Executive Summary
Navigatus was engaged to undertake modelling to assess the feasibility of layout options for
relocation of berths from Piers 3 and 4 to provide for downtown public works along the
southern end of the Downtown Ferry Basin (DFB).
This report summarises learnings from five days of simulations of ferry terminal operations
(18-20 June and 25-26 June) at the New Zealand Maritime School maritime simulator in
Quay St and subsequent modelling of queuing of ferries using the basin. These simulations
and models have been used for an initial appraisal of a wide range of designs. Further and
more detailed simulations and appraisal of preferred layouts will be required.
The modelling found that transverse pontoons might be possible angle toward the
southwest, without a cruise vessel on Princes Wharf, however that would require further
evaluation and would have a more limited weather performance than Auckland Transport
requires.
The sawtooth arrangement has the ability to operate under a wide range of weather
conditions and can cater for existing ferry traffic with cruise ships on Princes Wharf. Some
disadvantages of the sawtooth layout are that making fast is slower than with the existing
Piers 3 and 4, and each berth takes up more space on Queens Wharf compared to other
layouts.
While not a formal focus of investigation, we conclude from the limited simulations
undertaken and from the existing ferry operations to Piers 3 and 4 that longitudinal piers and
pontoons (ie oriented toward the north from the Quay St end of the basin), can be expected
to work well under a wide range of conditions.
While the existing ferry fleet is a constraint in the short term, other specifications may be
preferable for the long term and should be considered. Specifying requirements for improved
low speed control and manoeuvring as the fleet is replaced and upgraded should be
considered by AT.
The simulations and queueing model results are intended to complement and to be used
alongside expert judgment and experience.
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2. Introduction
This report summarises learnings from five days of simulations of ferry terminal operations
(18-20 June and 25-26 June) at the New Zealand Maritime School maritime simulator in
Quay St and subsequent modelling of queuing of ferries using the basin.
The modelling was undertaken to assess the feasibility of the following layout options for
relocation of berths from Piers 3 and 4. It is proposed that Piers 3 and 4 are relocated to
provide for downtown public works along the southern end of the Downtown Ferry Basin
(DFB).
The objectives of the simulation were to assess the feasibility of proposed design options in
relation to maritime safety and efficiency of on-water operations. The simulations consisted
of two parts:
on-water simulations using a bridge simulator
queuing model
While the on-water simulator can run multiple vessels, the main focus was on single vessel
operations under a range of environmental conditions.
The queuing model was then used to assess likely effects on operation of the basin as a
terminus for ferry operations, using timing information and learnings generated from both
direct observations of current operations and the simulations.
Acknowledgement and Disclaimer
The participation of ferry masters from Fullers Group Limited was essential to the
simulations and is greatly appreciated. This participation does not imply endorsement by
Fullers Group Limited of any findings or comments expressed in this report nor preference
for any proposal.
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3. Context
3.1. Downtown Ferry Terminal
The Downtown Ferry Terminal is located in the ferry basin. The basin is rectangular in
shape, bounded to the south by Quay Street, with Princes Wharf to the west, Queens Wharf
to the east and the Waitematā Harbour to the north. Princes Wharf and Queens Wharf are
approximately 360m long, and 180m apart.
Pier 1 is on the southern end of Queens Wharf, with Pier 2 extending from the south eastern
end of Quay Street. Pier 3 is in the middle of the Quay Street edge of the basin and Pier 4
on the western end. An extract of LINZ Chart showing the ferry basin is shown in Figure 1
below. The Downtown Ferry Terminal Basin includes all waters between Princes and
Queens Wharves (and extends 50 metres north of the northern end of the wharves).

Figure 1 Chart extract showing the ferry basin (LINZ)

Ferries are an integral part of the Auckland public transport system with a range of routes
supporting regular services to and from the ferry terminal. As a result there are
approximately 450 ferry movements each weekday. The ferry basin is therefore busy with
vessel movements, especially in peak commuter passenger periods in the morning (0630-
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0900) and evening (1530-1800) (see Figure 2). In addition, cruise ships occasionally berth
on Princes Wharf and Queens Wharf constricting the water available for ferry movements.
Figure 2 Morning and Evening Peak Ferry Movements in the Ferry Basin
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3.2. Ferries and Ferry Services
Ferry services in Auckland are provided by a number of operators on contract to Auckland
Transport, with the largest being Fullers
The Devonport service currently has two vessels operating. One is the Kea, which is a
smaller catamaran (27m) that has a double-ended design to avoid the need to turn around at
each end of the short Devonport run. The other ferry on the Devonport run is the
Capricornian Surfer (37m).
The Fullers Waiheke ferry service has two vessels operating, which are generally the largest
catamarans of the Fullers fleet. There are various other smaller ferries operated by a number
of companies providing services to Pine Harbour, Gulf Harbour, West Harbour, Bayswater,
Half-Moon Bay, Birkenhead/Northcote Point, Stanley Bay and Hobsonville/Beachhaven.
Less regular services run to other islands in the Hauraki Gulf.
The ferries are generally catamaran designs of light aluminium construction, which allows
them to move at high speed with moderate engine sizes and reasonable economy. Due to
their light construction the ferries need to be handled carefully on berthing as heavy contact
can result in significant damage to the vessel. Fast ferries tend to more affected by wind
than traditional designs as they typically have only a small draught to counter wind forces on
a large superstructure.
Having propulsion units on each hull makes catamaran ferries intrinsically more
manoeuvrable than traditional single engine displacement designs. Control of speed can be
an issue as many of the fitted propulsion systems do not readily allow fine control over low
speeds with the engine constantly in gear. Some ferry designs have controllable pitch
propellers to provide finer control over slow speed manoeuvring. The Capricornian Surfer
has a propulsion system with six water jets that provides excellent manoeuvrability. Fast
ferries operating in Auckland Harbour are not generally fitted with bow thrusters.

4
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Figure 3 Capricornian Surfer Turning After Sternwards Departure from Berth 1B

3.3. Development Plans
As part of the overall plan for downtown Auckland it is proposed to remove Piers 3 and 4 and
relocate the ferry services operating from there to replacement berths located mid-way along
Queens Wharf, to the north of Piers 1 and 2. The relocation of Piers 3 and 4 will have a
significant effect on vessel movements within the basin.
Figure 4 Perpendicular Berthing Layout Concept Proposed by Black Quay

A report commissioned jointly by Auckland Council, Panuku Developments, Auckland
Tourism, Events and Economic Development and the Ports of Auckland (Black Quay
Consulting 2017) has identified that ferry berthing perpendicular to Queens Wharf may be
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achievable (see Figure 4) but that the concept would require further development and
simulation to confirm feasibility.1
As a consequence a significant focus in the consideration of new layouts, and in this
simulation has been on variants of pontoon arrangements that extend from Queens Wharf. A
comparison of our findings to the Black Quay report is provided in Appendix C.
There is a ferry development plan that provides a ten-year ferry programme for Auckland to
improve services, identifies terminals for upgrades and renewal and considers possible new
projects (Auckland Transport 2014).

3.4. Cruise Ship Berths and Operation
The map below shows the cruise ship berths and smaller piers. Cruise ship berths 1 and 2
are in frequent use over summer, while cruise ship berth 3 is able to be used if required for
cruise ships or for other vessels such as visiting warships. Cruise ship visits peak over
summer. It is understood that cruise ship operation will continue on Cruise Berth 2 for at
least the next few years, so the ferry basin needs to operate with current and near-term
levels of traffic with cruise vessels on Berth 2.
Initially the brief was that Cruise Berth 3 needed to be retained, but as the Piers 3 and 4
relocation project developed it became apparent that most or all of Queens Wharf West
would be required for relocating ferry berths. In early June 2018 Auckland Council agreed
with Ports of Auckland that use of Cruise Berth 3 could be discontinued after April 2019 if
Queens Wharf West was required for the Downtown Ferry Basin redevelopment.

Figure 5 Map of berths in use in the Downtown Ferry Terminal Basin

1

6

The scope of more detailed simulations is discussed on p.16 of the Black Quay Consulting (2017)
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The berthing of cruise ships on Princes Wharf narrows the available water space in the
basin. Careful manoeuvring is required to access to Berth 4B, with ferries sometimes
passing under the bow flare of the cruise ship (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Ferry Arriving at Berth 4B Passes Under Bow Flare of Cruise Ship Berthed on Princes Wharf

2

3.5. Bunkering of Cruise Ships
Auckland is one of only two places in New Zealand at which cruise ships can refuel (the
other is Tauranga). Services are provided in Auckland by Seafuels (Awanuia) and
Stolthaven (barge Marstel).
Seafuels refuels about ten cruise ships a year at Princes Wharf. Stolthaven bunkers three to
five times a year in the basin (at both Princes east and Queens west (which has smaller
cruise vessels)). Cruise ships must be refuelled from amidships as that where the
3900 DWTareBunker
connections
located. Tanker

Awanuia

3

Figure 7 MV Awanuia
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Awanuia is double hulled with 1.2 m gap between outer and inner hulls, so very low
likelihood of penetration to inner hull in a slow speed collision with a light aluminium
ferry.
Awanuia only carries HFO and Diesel so explosion risk is very low. Difficult to ignite.
So also not concerned about smokers on board passing ferry.
The Marstel dumb barge is also double hulled (72m long, and 17m wide when including the
tug alongside).
The harbourmaster requires bunkering notification, including a risk assessment and
precautions to be put in place (Clause 52 of the Auckland Council Navigation Safety Bylaw
2014 and Controls) (Auckland Council 2014).
Some of the controls in place include:
Barge Marstel and Sea-Fuels Bunker ship Awanuia cannot be carrying out Bunker
Operations in the ferry Basin at the same time
Bunkering operations cannot be moving in or out of the basin during specified times
(peak ferry hours)
Bunkering operations cannot be active outside of daylight hours
A tug must be attached to the dumb barge at all times during bunkering operation

3.6. HM Directions – Ferry Basin Operation
Under the Maritime Transport Act the harbourmaster has authority to give directions to
masters of vessels for maritime safety purposes.
Harbourmaster’s Direction 1-16 covers the Downtown Ferry Terminal Basin (Auckland
Transport Harbourmaster). This Direction includes a restriction on movements of vessels
over 500 gross tonnage between the weekday hours of 7:30am to 9:00am and 4:30pm to
6:00 pm (no vessels greater than 500 gross tonnage shall manoeuvre within the downtown
ferry terminal basin or operate any propulsion or manoeuvring equipment).
This requirement effectively prohibits the movement of any cruise ships or bunkering barges
in the specified curfew periods.
There are Navigation Safety Operating Requirements for this area.
Vessels are to:
Proceed at a safe speed
Travel in an anti-clockwise direction
Be mindful or wake and aware of propeller wash

8
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Figure 8 Map showing the direction of vessel traffic in the ferry basin (Auckland Transport)

3.7. Wind and Currents
Wind roses are available for several sites in Auckland (NIWA 2018). The prevailing wind for
the Auckland region is south-westerly, however the wind blows from the north-west through
to the north-east a proportion of the time. Wind from the largely open west, north and east
directions is only partly disrupted by the Stanley Point shoreline – otherwise these directions
are largely open. Conversely, the land form and high-rise buildings of the city shelter the
basin from southerly winds.
Table 1 and Figure 9 show hourly wind speed data for Mechanics Bay in the last five year
record available4. Table 1 shows that hourly average winds from the northerly sector
(bearing 310-050 degrees) exceed 20 knots for 1% of operating hours. Figure 9 presents the
cumulative distribution of wind speed. The analysis shows that approximately 3% of days
had wind speeds from the northerly sector that equalled or exceeded an average of 20 knots
over an hour.
Table 1 Northerly sector winds between 0600 and 2400 at Mechanics Bay (5-year period Jan 1957 – Dec
1961)
Wind
Number days
Average Hours per
Percentage of days
speed
Percentage of time equalled or exceeded
Year
equalled or exceeded
(knots)
(over 5 years)
0 to 5
1090
17%
1248
68%
5 to 10
524
8%
681
37%
10 to 15
325
5%
358
20%
15 to 20
116
2%
148
8%
20 to 25
35
1%
48
3%
25 to 30
6
0%
11
1%
30 to 35
0
0%
1
0%
35 to 40
0
0%
0
0%
40 +
0
0%
0
0%

4

Data only available till January 1962. Mechanics Bay record selected as it is similar in position and
exposure to the outer ferry basin.
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Figure 9 Cumulative distribution of hourly average northerly wind speed between 0600 and 2400 at
Mechanics Bay (for 5-year period Jan 1957 – Dec 1961)

The above data are taken to be indicative of likely wind conditions in the outer basin, which
is less sheltered. Winds in the inner basin are influenced by the buildings, with wind flowing
in certain directions through the gaps between them. As a consequence wind directions in
the inner basin can be quite different to the outer basin. Pier 1 is particularly sheltered.
There are no significant tidal currents in the basin. Tugs and cruise vessel bow thrusters and
azipods operating in the basin or in adjacent basins can generate significant currents.

3.8. Wave and Wake Climate
The Waitematā harbour is a relatively busy harbour with large numbers of commercial ferries
and recreational craft transiting east and west as well as ferries operating north and south.
These vessels create wake that can combine with the fetch to create unsettled surface
conditions.
Queens Wharf and Princes Wharf are piled structures which are open to the passage of
water and waves. While sand banks have built up under these wharves they provide little or
no protection from wave action, especially at high tide when the sand banks are more fully
submerged.
The basin is mainly exposed to waves originating from the northern sector with a fetch of
typically 3-4 km from Shoal Bay. Port reclamations to the east and the Wynyard tank farm
reclamation to the limit fetches to the 500 – 700 metres. However waves generated by
easterlies and westerlies in the Waitematā may refract into outer parts of the ferry basin.

10
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3.9. Operational Criteria
From an on-water operations perspective we identify the following key operational criteria for
new pier developments in the DFT basin - as set out in the following table:
Criterion

Origin

Analysis

1. Safe: the terminal is safe for the operation
of ferry vessels, passengers, ferry personnel
and members of the public over the range of
likely operating conditions.5

Required by both Health and
Safety at Work Act (personal
injury) and Maritime Transport
Act (maritime safety).

Simulations – refer
Sections 5 and 6.

2. Effective: the terminal provides for
throughput of the expected numbers of
passengers at peak times during and after
redevelopment.6

Required for DFTB to play its
part in the Auckland transport
network.

Queuing Model – refer
Section 7.

3. Reliable: the terminal is available and
usable under all conditions that ferry services
otherwise operate in.7

Auckland Transport
requirement.

Simulations in high winds
– refer Section 6.

4. Compatible: the terminal does not unduly
interfere with other port operations and vice
versa. Safety at the terminal is not put at risk
by other port operations nor does it put other
operations at risk.8

For example cruise ships to be
safely manoeuvred onto
Princes Wharf East.

Not tested.

5

Expressed in Project Criteria on p.14 of the Black Quay report as “Be safe and reliable”.
Expressed in Project Criteria on p.14 of the Black Quay report as “Ensure that waiting times are minimised and that the terminal and
berths can cope with peak demands”.
7
Expressed in Project Criteria p.14 of the Black Quay report as “Be safe and reliable”.
8
Expressed in Project Criteria p.14 of the Black Quay report as “Integrate ferry plans and operations with wider maritime activities in the
area, including port related, cruise and recreational activities”.
6
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4. Observations of Existing Ferry Basin Operations
The following comments are direct observations of ferry basin operation during morning and
evening peaks by Kevin Oldham of Navigatus Consulting in June 2018. In all cases there
were no cruise vessels on Cruise 1 or Cruise 3, no bunkering operations and all piers were
serviceable and in use. Wind conditions were light on all occasions with good visibility.
Circulation: the anticlockwise circulation pattern was strictly maintained by vessels (Figure
10a).
Figure 10 Tracks of Ferries Using Downtown Ferry Basin
a) Anticlockwise Circulation

9

b) Existing Approach to Berth 2B

Approach to Berths 2A and 2B: in some conditions the existing approach to Berth 2B
passes close to the ends of Piers 4 and 3 (Figure 10b). Approaches to Berth 2A appear to
be well clear of the outer extents of Piers 3 and 4.
Queuing: on arrival vessels queue outside the basin (off the end of Princes Wharf) and
within the basin, passing slowly down Queens wharf or by holding off the end of Pier 2. On
departure vessels sometimes queue just off Piers 3 and 4.

9

Looped track to outer end of basin and return is a non-standard but compliant manoeuvre for training purposes.
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Passing in Queue: on occasion on arrival a smaller ferry heading for Piers 3 or 4 will
overtake a larger ferry ahead which is waiting for berths on other piers, by slipping past to
the west of the larger ferry (i.e. on an outer circulation path).10
Priority for Devonport Ferries: it is understood that the Devonport ferries are usually given
priority by other traffic.11 A situation where the Kea ferry needs to wait in the basin for Berth
1B to come clear is illustrated in Figure 11 and in the sequence of photographs in Appendix
D.

Figure 11 - Kea waiting alongside Queens Wharf for Berth 1B to Clear

12

Berthing on Piers 1, 3 and 4: under the ideal conditions in which the observations were
made, making ferries fast once alongside in the berths on Piers 1, 3 and 4 took only 20
seconds on many occasions. First passengers typically stepped off the vessel around 10
seconds later (30 seconds total).
Berthing on Pier 2: from the time when the head line is picked up on the north-east bollard,
the Waiheke ferries arriving at Berths 2B and 2C take approximately 50-60 seconds to
manoeuvre alongside, followed by a further 30 seconds to move aft into the berth. Making
the vessel fast can take over a minute more, then positioning the hydraulically actuated
gangway can take a further minute. The first passengers step off the vessel several minutes
after the head-line is picked up.
Simultaneous Movements: multiple vessels may be moving through various points in the
basin at any one time. For example Figure 12 shows three vessels moving simultaneously in
a limited area of the basin:
vessel manoeuvring onto Pier 2
vessel manoeuvring towards Pier 1
vessel departing Pier 3

10

It is understood that such manoeuvres are arranged by VHF at the time between the masters of the two vessels concerned.
Confirmed by Fullers ferry masters.
12
Refer Appendix D for sequence.
11
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Figure 12 - Simultaneous Manoeuvring of Ferries in Inner Downtown Ferry Basin

5. Simulation Method
Details of the simulation are outlined in Appendix A and summarised in this section.
The New Zealand Maritime School (NZMS) Simulation Centre was used, which has the
latest Transas NT-Pro 5000 software and is the largest maritime simulator in the Southern
Hemisphere. The immersive simulator environment software provides high-fidelity maritime
simulations. The simulation was held on the main bridge (Bridge 1), which is set up with
telegraph style engine controls, which are similar to the engine controls on all Fullers ferries,
except for the Kea. Details can be found in Appendix A.1 (NZMS Bridge Simulator).
Figure 13 Ferry Simulation on NZMS Bridge 1

The “design vessel” is a 35m catamaran (10.5m beam). This is similar to the Fullers Te
Kotuku and sister ships (see Appendix A.2 (Vessel Characteristics)).
Given the vessel used in the simulation was shorter than the design vessel, manoeuvring
room dimensions were scaled proportionately to maintain similarity of operation and maintain
the same number of boat lengths in the simulator as present in reality for the design vessel
(see Appendix A.3 (Similarity)).
There were several limitations of the simulation after adjustments, which are outlined in
Appendix A.4 (Limitations and Assessment of Validity) and that were countered in a number
of ways. Notwithstanding these limitations, following the adjustments, the masters’

14
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expressed a view at the end of the first day that the simulator was a valid tool for learning
about operational constraints for proposed berthing configurations.
The simulator was driven by two Fuller’s ferry masters: Craig Sullivan and Dan Jacka. Liam
Dowling, Fullers project manager, was also present during most simulations. Captain Kees
Buckens of the New Zealand Maritime School was on hand to operate the simulator
environment. Navigatus Consulting arranged the simulation and managed the simulation
process.
The first day was spent on building proficiency with the simulator, and tuning the vessel
operating parameters. The ferry masters operated together, taking turns at driving the vessel
in the simulator and observing. Approximately 100 timed runs covered scenarios included
pontoon pens in a range of wind strengths. A further 20 untimed runs simulated a variety of
propulsion failure scenarios during berthing. Further details are set out in Appendix A
(Simulation Process).

6. Simulation Results
6.1. Existing Piers 2, 3 and 4
Berthing at the existing Piers 3 and 4 was undertaken first to check that the model was
replicating existing vessel movements and handling.
The masters concluded that the vessel handling and timing to Piers 3 and 4 simulated real
world vessel handling of the design vessel and timing of movements through the existing
basin with good fidelity.
Berthing at 2B and 2C was also explored in the simulator. Comparison with berthing times
and vessel tracks also found close congruence.
These factors combined to build confidence in the simulation in lighter winds up to 20 knots.

6.2. Finger Pontoon Layouts
Four transverse13 finger pontoon layouts were simulated (Appendix A):
1. Fingers perpendicular to Queens Wharf
2. Fingers angled 30 degrees to the northwest
3. Fingers angled 45 degrees to the northwest
4. Fingers angled 30 degrees to the southwest
In all cases the pens between pontoons were divided into two berths separated by piles. The
function of the piles is to prevent vessels on adjacent berths from colliding during berthing
manoeuvres. The initial runs were undertaken for the narrowest pen layout.
In all pontoon cases constrictions on the open water space prevented the existing
anticlockwise vessel circulation pattern from operating. A vessel manoeuvring into the berth

13

“Transverse” in this context refers to finger pontoons which have their shoreward end adjacent to Queens Wharf and extend
westwards across the basin with their open ends facing Princes Wharf.
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required all of the available clear water space at times. Close approach to the cruise ship on
Princes Wharf (within 10m) occurred on many runs.

Figure 14 - Close Approach to Cruise Vessel with Dumb Barge - NW Pontoon Layout

In a moderate northerly wind (20 knots), stern-in arrival manoeuvres always resulted in
heavy contact amidships as the vessel was blown down onto the piles at the berth entry. On
exit in a northerly the ferry would run along the structure and would partially pivot on the end
of the structure as it exited, due to wind forces on the part of the vessel no longer restrained
by the berth. For a bow entry/sternward departure the pivoting turned the vessel towards the
correct heading for departure. For a sternwards entry and bow wards departure the opposite
occurred. In that case the master needed to quickly arrest the vessel drift downwind, turn the
vessel onto the correct heading get underway. This required a series of well-timed
manoeuvres.
Stern-in single engine manoeuvring was attempted into the fingers angled 30 degrees to the
northwest. No successful berthings were made from several attempts. Due to insufficient
control the vessel would strike either the end of the pontoon or piles.14
Bow-in arrival was more successful for all pontoon layouts albeit with limited wind range and
potential for hard contact. The southwest layout performed better in northerly sector winds
as the wind could be used to some extent to control the vessel.
Wider Pontoon Pens
Eight runs were undertaken with the perpendicular layout with the widest pontoon pens. An
initial run with a 30 knot northerly was abandoned after several heavy contacts with the
pontoons and piles.
At 20 knots of northerly wind, sternwards berthings were made, albeit with heavy contact
amidships on the pontoon end or pile. Such heavy contact would likely result in vessel
damage and passenger injuries.

14

Such a manoeuvre would not be attempted in practice as the highest priorities are safety of personnel and the vessel. In this
situation an open water berth on the outer face of the pontoons would more suitable. The simulation was undertaken only for
comparison purposes.

16
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No Cruise Vessel on Princes Wharf
A series of runs was also undertaken simulating two pontoon layouts15 with no cruise vessel
present in a 20 knot northerly. This provides 3.6 boat lengths of clearance between the
pontoon ends and Princes Wharf.
The absence of the cruise ship provided more clear room. However, due to the manoeuvring
required to get into and out of the perpendicular pens, safe circulation by other vessels was
judged to still not be possible. This was due to manoeuvres with significant propulsion
setting at headings directly across the path of oncoming traffic.
The same issues of heavy contact arose, being governed mainly by entry configuration at
the pontoon entry and vessel downwind drift rates when pushed by the wind.
Pontoons Summary
In summary:
all pontoon layouts were not suitable for sternwards entry in anything stronger than a
moderate crosswind16
bow-in entry and sternwards departure is generally preferable for safety reasons
albeit with significant operational limitations and risks
operating with pontoon layouts at northerly sector winds of 20 knots or above would
likely result in hard contacts on berthing with a likelihood of vessel damage and
passenger injuries
increased pen width provided a larger gap to enter but vessels tended to get more
widely askew within the wider pen, jamming on occasions.
none of the simulated pontoon layouts allowed for safe traffic circulation while a
vessel is manoeuvring out of a berth.
A consequence of the last observation is that generally only other vessel cannot pass
through the outer basin, while a vessel is manoeuvring out of a pontoon berth. This is a
severe restriction on basin operation. Multiple vessels presently circulate through the basin
at once, especially at peak times.

6.3. Sawtooth Layout
An alternative layout extending the existing Pier 1 sawtooth berths up Queens Wharf was
also trialled. Figure 15, an image from the simulation, shows 6 additional berths extending
the full length of Queens Wharf, but in practice the number might be either 5 or 6 depending
on the design.

15

The perpendicular pontoon arrangement and the SW facing pontoon arrangement.
The exact value was not determined. Berthings were successfully achieved in 5 knots northerly winds in untimed practice
runs and generally not achieved at 20 knots. This suggests that the safe limit would be between these two values.
16
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Figure 15 - Sawtooth Layout in Simulation

This would replace berths lost from the proposed removal of Piers 3 and 4 but would not
provide for future growth.
Results
The sawtooth profile was very familiar to masters as it mimics the layout on Pier 1 and
Berths 2B and 2C on Pier 2. Berthing was successfully accomplished on the sawtooth profile
in all wind directions at 25 knots. The sawtooth was also tested up to 35 knots from all four
quarters with berthings successfully made, albeit in several cases with heavy contact. This
was considered an extreme test as the simulated ferry was barely controllable at 35 knots of
wind, and to an unrealistic degree. We interpret this as indicating that the sawtooth profile
shows promise as working, with care, in higher winds from all quarters.
Testing with equipment failures showed that the sawtooth profile offered more options to
abort and head back out as there was more water space available, or to successfully make
fast at the intended berth in moderate winds.
The simulations indicate that, with the sawtooth profile, the existing anticlockwise circulation
pattern could be retained. This is partly due to the greater clear water space than the
pontoon layouts and partly due to less vessel turning required when manoeuvring into the
sawtooth berth as the berths are aligned with the circulation pattern.

18
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7. Queuing Model Results
Queuing of ferries is a feature of current operations in peak times (Figure 16).
Figure 16 - Queuing of Ferries at Downtown Ferry Terminal – Morning Peak (June 2018)

Navigatus has explored the effects of various layouts on queuing in the basin by use of the
queuing model described in Appendix B.
A key learning from the queuing modelling is that the basin only operates successfully under
any scenario if multiple vessels are moving at the same time – over-constraining the
operation quickly results in long queues.
It follows that layouts that result in greater restrictions to the numbers of vessels that can
manoeuvre through the outer basin will not be able to provide for current ferry traffic
volumes.
A second key observation is that it is a long path to Pier 1. Vessels berthing at Pier 1 must
pass through a sequence of hold points and a conflict area (the crossover at the end of Pier
2). In the modelling hold-ups in almost any area of the basin had the effect of delaying the
Devonport service, notwithstanding that the Devonport service was allocated priority in the
modelling.
The queuing modelling found that:
pontoon layouts did not work under a constraint of one vessel manoeuvring at a time
in the outer basin, and
the sawtooth layout was similar to the existing layout in performance.
The sawtooth proposal had a constraint of only five berths in the queuing model, being one
fewer berth than the six existing berths on Piers 3 and 4. While it may prove to be possible to
design and build six sawtooth berths, we adopted five berths in the queuing model as a
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conservatively low number, having regard to space constraints on Queens Wharf. The
queuing model found that having one fewer berth resulted in a slight increase in average
queuing times.
We also explored whether it was possible to develop a set of conditions in which a pontoon
layout would work from a terminus operation perspective by considering an “optimum”
pontoon layout. This is the southwest facing layout operating under the following conditions:
bow-in entry only with (existing) anticlockwise circulation pattern
heavily and additionally fendered berth entry
multipurpose berths with adjustable boarding heights
no bunkering of cruise ship
ferries strengthened and modified as required to provide greater degree of control
while operating at and under 5 knots speed limit17
If two-way traffic past the pontoons is possible in some conditions (such as when no vessels
are manoeuvring sternwards out of the pontoon berths) the queuing modelling finds that the
basin would operate, albeit with lower throughput and longer queues times. This is the
version of pontoon layout performance reported in Appendix C. Even in this less stringent
scenario, the pontoon layout had typical delays of 3-10 minutes. A key constraint was that
when a vessel exits from the pontoon layout it blocks passing traffic.

17

The required modifications would be different on each type of ferry but may include installation of bow thrusters, larger
steering gear, modifications to provide propulsion systems with finer low speed forward control, etc.
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8. Discussion
8.1. Transverse Pontoon Finger Layouts
The simulations and queuing models have found that all of the transverse pontoon finger
layouts have significant issues as:
1.

safe berthing in cross-winds is challenging. Heavy contacts are likely amidships
when manoeuvring in stronger northerly winds. These may result in vessel damage
and/or passenger injury, and

2. it would not be prudent for other ferries to pass by at the same time that a ferry is
manoeuvring sternwards out of a pontoon berth.

8.1.1. Sternwards Entry
The simulations indicate that the safe northerly wind strength range for manoeuvring
sternwards into standard pontoon and pile layout is less than 20 knots.
The upper limit was not explored in further detail in the simulations as 20 knots was
considered to be less than the AT requirement that the Downtown Ferry Terminus is
operable in all conditions that ferry services otherwise operate.18
Widening the pens made sternwards entry easier, as there is a larger gap to aim for, but
once partly inside the pen the vessels tended to get askew and would strike the aft windward
corner of the vessel against the windward pontoon.

8.1.2. Bow Entry
Bow entry to pontoon layouts is quicker and safer as the shape of the bow assists with
sliding into the berth and reduces the risks of hard impact if the berth entry is mistimed.
Manoeuvring into a berth in a forwards direction is simpler for ferry masters as they have
better visibility. In a simulated steady 20 knot northerly wind, the bow in/sternwards out
combination was typically 30 to 45 seconds faster than stern in/bow out berthing for
transverse finger pontoons. Such differences in timing are important not only for the ferry
that is manoeuvring, but also because a manoeuvring ferry may hinder other ferries.
The increase in wind range for bow entry is expected to be modest as heavy impacts
amidships may still occur, due to events such as unexpected wind gusts. It may be possible
to provide softer fendering on the berth entry to allow the transverse finger pontoon berths to
be used safely in gusty cross winds. Such fendering would necessarily be wider and more
costly than the fender piles considered to date, so as to provide room to recoil to reduce

18

If the operating limit was an average hourly northerly wind speed of 15 knots, then the berths could not be used for 3% of
operating hours – with services being affected on an average of 30 days per year. In our view this finding rules out sternwards
entry as a standard method of operating into transverse finger pontoon berths. Note that limitations may apply in other wind
directions as well.
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impact loads. Inside the berth continuous or near-continuous fendering could be used to
allow the vessel to slide along and into the berth so that it does not risk getting caught on a
pile.
If the pontoons were tapered towards their outer ends then the berth pockets could be wider
at their outer ends and narrower at their inner ends. Such an arrangement may also assist
with berthing, especially if the ferries were of standardised dimensions that matched the
berth. This would require further evaluation if pontoon berths are adopted.
The optimal arrangement for transverse finger pontoons from a navigational perspective
would be heavily and specially fendered, possibly in a tapered berth arrangement, and used
bow in. If the upper operational limit was hourly average wind speed from the northerly
sector for such berths was 20 knots then the berths could not be used for 1% of the time,
affecting services on around 10 days per year.19 We expect that ferry services would
otherwise operate in higher winds, so this arrangement would not meet the AT availability
criterion set out in Section 0.
We recommend that bow-in entry is used by all ferries if a transverse pontoon layout is
chosen. As ferry types have differing loading heights, this may require dedicated berths by
ferry type, or adjustable boarding platform heights.

8.1.3. Circulation and Queuing
For all pontoon layouts it is our view that prudent seamanship would require that no vessel
passes when a vessel is manoeuvring sternwards into or out of a transverse finger pontoon
berth while a cruise ship is present. The current anticlockwise circulation pattern is
mandated by the Harbourmaster and works well, but other circulation patterns may be
preferable for particular pontoon layouts.
If bow-in berthing is adopted then the sternward exit manoeuvre would require the vessel to
move out into the traffic flow in a direction that potentially would take it across the path of
any traffic circulating through the western side of the basin. This would put vessels at risk of
collision in case of error by the master or by propulsion malfunction. Such malfunctions are
uncommon on a per-throttle movement basis, but due to the high numbers of propulsion
adjustments in the basin over the course of a year, it should be expected that such an event
will occur on a number of occasions over the life of the infrastructure. Propulsion
adjustments when manoeuvring around pontoons in a significant cross wind are necessarily
assertive (or else the ferry will quickly drift out of alignment). This adds to the risk.20
The existing counter-clockwise circulation pattern is more suitable for the SW facing
transverse finger pontoons. The perpendicular pontoon arrangement is the least favoured as
it requires a change in vessel heading by 90 degrees and careful manoeuvring on both
arrival and departure and suits neither circulation pattern.

19

If wind limit was 15 knots berths would be unavailable for 2% of the time, affecting service on 30 days per year. If 10 knots
then 5% of time, and 72 days per year.
20
With bow-in berthing in the layout with finger pontoons angled to the northwest, a clockwise circulation pattern through the
basin may be preferable. Such a circulation pattern would allow a ferry to berth directly bow-in which is a quicker and potentially
safer manoeuvre.
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The queuing modelling showed that the ferry basin could not deliver the required throughput
with the constraint of no other vessels manoeuvring through the outer basin while a ferry is
moving sternwards out of a pontoon berth.
We interpret the queuing modelling results, as showing that, with a transverse pontoon
layout and a cruise ship berthed on Princes Wharf, the Ferry Basin would not be capable of
servicing the required numbers of ferries within the safety operating practices which we
expect would apply.

8.1.4. Effects on Ferry Maintenance and Reliability
The existing fast ferry fleet is of lightweight construction and the vessels are typically not
designed for repeated heavy loads that berthing manoeuvres in a pontoon arrangement
would place on the vessel amidships, as it pivots in crosswinds. This may result in a need for
greater maintenance of vessels to repair damage. Vessels may need to be taken out of
service more frequently for survey and repair. Strengthening works to some vessels may be
required.

8.1.5. Training Ferry Masters
Use of transverse pontoons in strong cross winds would be difficult for masters. During the
simulations a number of attempts were abandoned. This shows up as a high standard
deviation in the timing data.
Such conditions would pose a challenge for training and developing ferry masters. The
services with smaller ferries are presently where novice masters are assigned to further
develop their proficiency. However, the transverse finger pontoon layout would require
already high levels of skills for ferry masters to use safely, particularly in cross winds.

8.1.6. Ranking of Pontoon Layouts
Having confirmed that manoeuvring in northerly winds is a key performance limitation and
that bow-in entry is the safest method, the transverse finger pontoon layouts are ranked:
1. Least Preferred - Perpendicular: The perpendicular pontoon layout is the least
favoured as manoeuvring both in and out of the berth blocks all other traffic passing
by. Heavy contact amidships is likely in moderate cross-winds and above, which
would likely be an unacceptable safety risk to passengers and crew and to the
vessel.
2. Mid: Northwest angled: Layouts at 30 and 45 degrees were simulated and are
considered to be similar in performance. They suffer similar hard contact limitations
as the perpendicular layout. An advantage of these layouts is that bow-in entry on
arrival is possible, which would require less manoeuvring, and would have less
impact on traffic circulation. A disadvantage of these layouts is that the pontoons
provide no shelter from waves coming from the most exposed northwest fetch.
3. Optimum: Southwest Angled: The southwest angled layout is the most favoured of
the pontoon layouts. In a northerly wind, which the basin is exposed to, a berthing
vessel can partially use the wind to take off speed. Similarly, on departure the wind
would carry the vessel off the berth and will tend to pivot the stern downwind. If the
existing anticlockwise circulation pattern is retained then this pivot would move the
vessel towards the heading required for departure. Hard contacts may still occur in
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some conditions, so careful berth design and a preventative maintenance regime on
fendering would be required. There would likely still be significant operational
limitations in stronger northerly winds.
A southwest angled pontoon could be difficult to use in south-easterly winds which
will blow transversely across the pontoons. However the basin is partly sheltered in
this direction and there is no significant wave fetch.
The ranking of pontoon layouts has limitations:
rankings apply only for the 35m catamaran ferry type and pontoon designs
evaluated in the simulations.
while the southwest angled pontoon layout is found to be the best of those
evaluated, it carries significant limitations and may not be operationally feasible

8.2. Sawtooth Layout
The sawtooth layout performed well under a wide range of conditions including a range of
partial propulsion failure scenarios and in winds from all directions up to 35 knots.
A fundamental challenge of the sawtooth layout is that it does not, alone, provide the desired
number of future berths and may only provide 5 near term berths.21
The queuing modelling found that sawtooth layout is similar to the existing layout in
performance.

8.3. Bunkering in Ferry Basin
A few simulations were undertaken with transverse finger pontoons with a bunkering barge
in place under lighter wind conditions. In all cases both arrival and departure manoeuvres
were successfully completed, but manoeuvring brought the ferry is close proximity to the
bunker barge (Figure 17). In our view it would not be prudent to conduct bunkering of cruise
ships in a ferry basin that has been substantially narrowed by transverse finger pontoons.

Figure 17 – Manoeuvring – SW Pontoon Layout with Bunker Barge

21
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Possibly six berths. Subject to further design.
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Bunkering of cruise ships in the ferry basin with the sawtooth would be little changed from
today. A separate risk assessment of bunkering operations is proposed.

8.4. No Cruise Vessel on Princes Wharf
The option of removing cruise vessel berthing from Princes Wharf was not a focus in the
simulations as it was a given parameter for the simulations that Cruise 2 was to be occupied,
being the worst case. However, we took the opportunity to start to explore this possibility in
several runs on the last day of simulations.
A key question is, if ferries could then continue to enter the basin on a virtual “lane”
alongside Princes Wharf while a vessel manoeuvred sternward out of the finger pontoons
(assuming bow in entry). Notwithstanding the additional boat length of basin width,
manoeuvring sternward out of the pontoon would, at times be at higher power settings on
headings directly across the path of ongoing traffic, as the ferry masters brought their
vessels under control in cross winds and on the right heading to exit.
From the simulations undertaken, in our view it would not be safe to allow two way traffic in
while a vessel is manoeuvring out of pontoons arranged perpendicular to Queens Wharf. It
might be possible to allow two-way traffic with the SW pontoon layout with no cruise ship and
with bow in entry, but that would require further evaluation under a wider range of wind
conditions and directions.

8.5. Cruise Vessel and Bunker Barge Movement Curfew
As described in Section 3.6, Harbourmaster’s Direction 1-16 restricts movement of cruise
vessels and bunker barges between 7:30am to 9:00am and 4:30pm to 6:00 pm on
weekdays. However weekday peak commuter ferry traffic commences earlier than this
movement curfew, with 21 scheduled ferry movements in the period 0700-0729 on
weekdays (Figure 18).

Departures

Arrivals

Cruise/Bunker movements

Cruise/Bunker curfew

Figure 18 - Downtown Ferry Basin Scheduled Ferry Movements - Weekday Morning

The process of securing a cruise ship to the berth can take over 15 minutes with tugs
holding the ship against the wharf once alongside, while mooring lines are secured. The
process may be assisted by the ship’s own thrusters. As these activities have a potential to
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create significant currents and congestion in the basin, the berthing process need to be
completed before the morning peak commences, with adequate time for the tugs to
complete their work and to depart before 0700. This suggests that extension of the morning
curfew should be considered.

9. Conclusions
9.1. Conclusions
A. Transverse Pontoons
From the simulations and from the queuing model we conclude that:
1. There are two major issues with transverse pontoon layouts: hard contacts when
manoeuvring in cross winds and restrictions on movements of other vessels.
2. Sternward entry should not be used by ferries for a transverse pontoon layout in
northerly winds due to the risks of mistiming and hard contact.
3. The southwest angled version is the most preferred of the transverse pontoon
layouts, with bow-in entry only.
4. A transverse pontoon system would require careful attention to the design and
maintenance of fendering, which would likely take up additional space and be more
expensive than simple fendering systems.
5. The transverse pontoon berths would likely require significant operational restrictions
which would not achieve the AT weather-performance objectives for the basin.
6. The basin is not capable of handling the required ferry traffic with any of the pontoon
layouts while a cruise vessel is Princes Wharf.
7. We conclude that it might be possible for the southwest transverse pontoon layout to
work, without a cruise vessel on Princes Wharf, however that would require further
evaluation and would have a more limited weather performance than AT requires.
B. Sawtooth
We conclude that the sawtooth arrangement has the ability to operate under a wide range of
weather conditions and can cater for existing ferry traffic with cruise ships on Princes Wharf.
Some disadvantages of the sawtooth layout are that making fast is slower than with the
existing Piers 3 and 4, and each berth takes up more space on Queens Wharf compared to
other layouts.
C. Longitudinal Piers
While not a formal focus of investigation, we conclude from the limited simulations
undertaken and from the existing ferry operations to Piers 3 and 4 that longitudinal piers and
pontoons (ie oriented toward the north from the Quay St end of the basin), can be expected
to work well under a wide range of conditions.22

22
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Note that all conclusions apply only for the vessels and pontoon systems as simulated and with suitable detailed design.
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D. Ferry Fleet
While the existing ferry fleet is a constraint in the short term, other specifications may be
preferable for the long term and should be considered. Specifying requirements for improved
low speed control and manoeuvring as the fleet is replaced and upgraded should be
considered by AT.

10. Limitations and Risks
The simulations and queuing model have a number of limitations, some of which are set out
in this report.
In summary all models are necessarily simplifications of a more complex reality. They are
intended to complement and to be used alongside expert judgment and experience.
These simulations and models have been used for an initial appraisal of a wide range of
designs. Further and more detailed simulations and appraisal of preferred layouts will be
required.
A further limitation is that the simulations and queuing model are predicated on a business
as usual approach to navigational safety in the basin, or at least one where steadily rising
public expectations of ferry safety are met by improvements in vessels and other factors,
while allowing the existing throughput to be maintained. A risk is that an incident leads to a
significant and rapid rethink in acceptable safety practices which consequently results in
reduced capacity for the Downtown Ferry Terminal.
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Appendix A.

Simulation Method Details

A.1.

NZMS Bridge Simulator

The New Zealand Maritime School (NZMS) Simulation Centre uses the latest Transas NTPro 5000 software. The Transas system allows for uploading of bathygraphic information
and external current databases, for precise simulation and training. The instructor can easily
change tide, sea and weather conditions, and includes traffic ships, aircraft and even line
handlers on the wharf to create realistic scenarios. The centre has a collection of over 60
different ship models.
The NZMS Simulation Centre operates seven full mission bridge simulators and the ability to
link the bridge to an engine room simulator, making it the largest maritime simulator in the
Southern Hemisphere. The immersive simulator environment software provides high-fidelity
maritime simulations.
The simulation was held on the main bridge (Bridge 1) which offers a 300 degree immersive
environment. Additional screens were arranged at the rear of the room to provide an aft view
to simulate manoeuvring astern using a bridge-wing control station.
Bridge 1 is set up with telegraph style engine controls, which are similar to the engine
controls on all Fullers ferries, except for the Kea.
Figure 19 Ferry Simulation on NZMS Bridge 1

The school’s in-house area-model building technician built and added the design layouts for
proposed structures into an existing digital model of the port of Auckland.
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Vessel Characteristics

The “design vessel” that the simulation was intended to simulate is a 35m catamaran (10.5m
beam). This is similar to the Fullers Te Kotuku and sister ships.
Building new vessels for simulations is expensive (circa $30k) and currently has a timeframe
of over 6 months, so an existing high speed ferry in the Transec library was used. Vessel
characteristics are compared in the following table.
Table 11.1 Comparison of Vessels

Design Vessel

Simulated Vessel

Te Kotuku Class

High Speed Ferry 2 (TR-SNT-D8-OM438)

Catamaran

Catamaran

Length

35m

27m

-23%

Beam

10.5m

8m

-24%

Draught

1.9 m

0.95 m

- 50%

Vessel
Hull

Propulsion

2 x fixed blade propellers

2 x CPP

Difference

23

The following vessel characteristics were altered in the simulation to better match the
handling of the simulated vessel to the design vessel handling characteristics.
Table 11.2 Tuning of Vessel Characteristics

Default
Value

Simulated
Value

Bottom
Interaction

1.0

2.0

Wind
interaction

1.0

Ship
interaction

1.0

A.3.

0.2

24

2.0

Comment
Change reduced acceleration of vessel in response to
throttle, partially offsetting the more powerful engines in
the simulated ferry.
Reduced effect of wind on vessel handling. The
simulated vessel is more affected by wind as it has just
half the draught of the design vessel.
Increased effect of water pressure on movement of a
vessel past a stationary impermeable object (e.g. a
bank) or moving object (e.g. a passing ship).

Similarity

The vessel is 23% shorter than the design vessel, which makes it easier to manoeuvre into
tight spaces. To maintain similarity of operation, given the shorter vessel, the critical
manoeuvring room dimension was scaled proportionately. The dimension was scaled to
maintain the same number of boat lengths in the simulator as present in reality for the design
vessel. The critical dimension is the open water space between the western end of the
proposed berthing structures on Queens wharf and the near side of vessels berthed on
Princes wharf (Figure 19).

23
24

CPP = Controllable Pitch Propeller.

Originally set at 0.5 at the end of Day 1, this was decreased on Simulation Day 2 when higher wind speed simulations ere
attempted as the simulated vessel became uncontrollable in high winds. Increased to 0.3 on Day 5 in final runs at 35 knots for
the sawtooth layout.
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Critical dimension
(barge)

Open
water

Critical dimension
(no barge)

Figure 20 Critical dimensions at Princes Wharf

25

In most simulations a cruise vessel was berthed on Princes Wharf. The design cruise vessel
has a beam of 38m. Allowing for 1m for fendering, the basin-facing side of the design cruise
ship would be 39m from Princes Wharf. For simulations of bunkering operations a selfpropelled bunkering barge of 17 m beam26, was fixed in place alongside and outboard of the
cruise ship. To test a full range of scenarios additional runs were made with several layouts
with no cruise vessel on Cruise 2.
Table 11.3 Adjustments to Provide Similarity of Manoeuvring Room

Layout

Princes
Wharf Cruise
Berth

Dimension

Cruise Ship
All Pontoon
Layouts

Cruise Ship &
Bunker Barge
None

Sawtooth
Layout

27

Cruise Ship

Clear water from end of
pontoon to outer face of
closest berthed vessel on
Cruise 1.

Actual
Distance
m (boat lengths)

Simulator
Distance
m (boat lengths)

86m (2.5L)

86m (2.5L)

69m (2.0L)

53 (2.0L)

126m (3.6L)

97m (3.6L)

125m (3.6L)

96m (3.6L)

Manoeuvring space in the model was narrowed to achieve similarity by adjusting the position
of the cruise ship on Princes Wharf. The vessel was fixed in position by simulating it as
being grounded to the seafloor at the required location. Two sizes of cruise ship were used
in different simulations to give the appropriate range of simulated beam dimensions.
The widths of the “pens” between the pontoons was also scaled to the vessel beam for
similarity. Digital models of three berth widths ranging from beam plus 30% to beam plus
40% were simulated, with the narrowest and widest being used in simulations.
No cruise vessels were modelled on Queens Wharf (Cruise 3 berth). This was in part due to
the critical area for vessel movements being elsewhere.28 The presence or absence of a
vessel on Cruise 3 would have only a minor impact at most on manoeuvring in the critical
area.

25

Diagram modified from Tonkin and Taylor, see 0.
Awanuia – L=80m, B=15m, D=7.3m http://www.seafuels.co.nz/sites/all/files/Awanuia%20Spec%20sheet.pdf
Additional testing on some layouts only.
28
The critical area being the clear water between the outer ends of the proposed pontoons and the vessel on Princes Wharf
26
27
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Limitations and Assessment of Validity

Limitations of the simulation after adjustments include:
engine telegraphs do not have detents, which reduced Master’s ability to feel throttle
position
the simulated vessel was more powerful and accelerated more strongly than ferries
currently in use on Auckland Harbour
the model vessel was over-responsive to high winds (becoming unmanageable over
25 - 35 knots)
depth perception was more difficult in the simulator.
Due to the over-responsiveness of the vessel to high winds the gusting function in the
simulator was not used. 29
To address depth perception a screen showing an aerial view was arranged for the master
to glance at when required to assess distance during manoeuvring. The overhead view is
commonly used by the NZMS for the same purpose in tugmaster training.
An overhead view is not available to a ferry master in real life. A test of over-reliance on the
overhead view in the simulation (i.e. for more than occasional confirmation of depth
perception) was undertaken by blocking the overhead view and instead having a person
calling distances from the screen, simulating assistance from a deckhand. Average times for
a set of 8 movements were almost identical to the average when the ferry master had
visibility of the overhead screen although the frequency of aborted entry and hard contact
increased. This was interpreted as indicating that the overhead screen was generally not
being used inappropriately by the ferry masters during the simulation.
Notwithstanding the above limitations, following the adjustments, the masters’ expressed a
view at the end of Day 1 that the simulator was a valid tool for learning about operational
constraints for proposed berthing configurations for the Downtown Ferry Terminal.

A.5.

Simulation Process

The simulator was driven by two Fuller’s ferry master :
Craig Sullivan (32 years marine experience, skipper with NZ Customs Service for 12
years, 13 years with Fullers as ferry master)
Dan Jacka (18 years marine experience, 14 years with Fullers, last 10 years as ferry
master)
Liam Dowling, Fullers project manager, was also present during most simulations. Liam has
25 years marine experience. A skipper since 1994, Liam is currently a flag surveyor, risk
manager and consultant since 2008.
The first day was spent on building proficiency with the simulator, and tuning the vessel
operating parameters to best simulate the actual operating experiences and testing and finetuning the simulated structures.

29

The movement of the design ferry in harbour conditions is not particularly susceptible to wave interaction. Wave interactions
in the simulator induced mild nausea in persons not driving the simulator, so the size wave chop generated in response to wind
was moderated to around half the size that would be generated in real-life.
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Captain Kees Buckens of the New Zealand Maritime School was on hand to operate the
simulator environment and to make adjustments as requested by the simulation team.
Navigatus Consulting arranged the simulation and managed the simulation process. Geraint
Bermingham from Navigatus Consulting participated in the simulation design and in the first
3 days of simulations. Kevin Oldham of Navigatus Consulting was present during all
simulations in a simulation management and recording role.
Timings were recorded using cell-phone stopwatch functions by personnel not driving the
simulator on that run and were recorded by Kevin Oldham on an MS Excel spreadsheet.
Runs on Day 1 and practice runs on other days to gain familiarity with new layouts were not
timed or recorded. Time for runs where the master was unable to execute the intended
manoeuvre and had to reposition were recorded. Some runs were tracked and some were
recorded on video. Some still images were taken from the overhead view screen using handheld cell-phone cameras.
The ferry masters operated together, taking turns at driving the vessel in the simulator and
observing. Generally each master would do a block of 3-4 return trips (6-8) movements
before handing over. The second master would then repeat the sequence.
On some runs, Liam Dowling played the role of deckhand, calling berthing distances and
position to the master.
The simulator has the ability to cast and winch mooring lines to more fully simulate final
berthing manoeuvres to make the vessel fast to the berthing structure. In general the line
handling facility was not used, other than for demonstration purposes, as:
the facility is not easy to use and would likely slowed down the process of
simulation, putting the simulation programme at risk
introducing another element of risk into the simulation may have affected
consistency of timing
times to make vessels fast are expected to be relatively consistent across the
designs being considered.
The masters’ proficiency in driving the vessels in the simulator increased rapidly over the
first day, which was dedicated to fine-tuning and building proficiency. After that time the
master’s proficiency grew more slowly, but still noticeably as the outer limits of the simulation
fidelity were explored. The on-going improvement in master proficiency was partly countered
by making the vessel more sensitive to wind in the final runs.
Wind
Winds in the simulations were generally from a northerly sector (010 degrees) as that was
identified as a key test due to the exposure of the ferry basin to northerly sector winds.
Timing
Inwards runs were timed in from 200 m out from the ends of the wharves (as measured on
the simulator bridge radar) to:
pontoon pens - vessel in correct position fore and aft (ready for make fast by
winching on mooring rope to pontoon bollards)
sawtooth berths – first contact of bow with head of berth at bollard position for head
mooring line.
The outward leg was timed from engine in gear to when the bridge was level with a line
drawn between Princes and Queens wharves.
32
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Propulsion Failures
A range of propulsion failure scenarios were run on berthing. The failures were arranged by
Liam Dowling and were introduced from the remote simulator control panel without warning.
The failures were generally timed to occur at the most critical moment for the conditions and
berthing passage and on the unit that would cause the most difficulty for the planned
manoeuvres.
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Appendix B.

Queuing Model

B.1.

General overview

Queuing theory is the mathematical study of waiting lines, or queues. This has found several
practical applications notably in telecommunication, computing, industrial engineering and
traffic engineering. A queuing model is a means of applying the theory to real-life situations.
By using simulation queuing systems can be designed and their performance evaluated.

B.2.

Model used

This study used the JSIMgraph model, one of the Java Modelling Tool (JMT) suite of tools.
JSIMgraph is a discrete-event simulator model (Serazzi 2017). It models the operation of a
system as a discrete sequence of events in time. Each event occurs as a particular instant in
time and marks a change in state in the system. No change occurs between events, so the
system can jump directly in time between events, making the model efficient to run.
The model simulates the real world including using variations in the time taken to perform
actions. Each model run could therefore generate a different result. To overcome this, the
model uses the ‘Monte Carlo’ technique. It runs through the simulation a large number of
times and then collates the results to present a statistically relevant output typically
consisting of averages.
The model forms a system with entry and exit points, a number of queues, and routing points
to control which path ‘customers’ take as they flow through the system. The ‘customers’
have defined characteristics such as the arrival rate at the entry point, and any priority. The
queues also have defined characteristics such as the number of ‘servers’ which can service
‘customers’, the time taken to service ‘customers’, and the maximum length of any queue
formed. The routing points direct defined ‘classes’ of ‘customers’ to the correct queues. The
various characteristics are defined as mathematical probabilities. Thus, for example, the
arrival rate can be at a set time (deterministic) or to a distribution with a defined shape, mean
and spread.
Analysis of the real life flow of entities through a system informs both the structure of the
model and the characteristics of the elements of the model.

B.3.

Modelling Parameters

B.3.1. Inter-arrival Times
The model simulates ferry operations in the Downtown Ferry Basin. The simulation
represents the most demanding case with the largest number of ferry movements per hour;
that is the 2 hour long weekday morning period between 0700 and 0859. The inter-arrival
times are as outlined below by vessel class30.

30

Vessel classes are defined according to the pier they operate from currently, with the exception of Pier 1,
which is divided into General and Kea (representing the Devonport ferries). This division is to allow for the
Devonport ferry service to be given priority in the model, as is consistent with general practice.

34
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Table 4 - Ferry Inter-Arrival times modelled
Name

Priority

Inter-arrival Time

Vessels
per hour

Distribution

Mean
(minutes)

Variance
(minutes)

Pier 1 General

0

Normal

6.3

1

9.5

Pier 1 Kea

10

Normal

15

0.5

4

Pier 2 (Waiheke)

0

Normal

34

1

1.8

Pier 3 User

0

Normal

12.6

1

4.8

Pier 4 User

0

Normal

15

1

4

0

Normal

6.8

1

8.8

31

New Pier User

B.3.2. Pier Capacity and Time Alongside
The following table outlines the pier capacity and the time alongside as modelled in the
queueing model. The time alongside has both a fixed and variable element.
Table 5 Pier Capacity and Time Alongside
Time alongside

Capacity

Pier

(berths)

Fixed (min)

Pier 1

3

3

Gamma(42,0.7)

Pier 2

2

10

Gamma(42,0.7)

Pier 3

4

5

Gamma(42,0.7)

Pier 4

2

5

Gamma(42,0.7)

New Piers – Sawtooth

5

8

Gamma(42,0.7)

32

6

6

Gamma(42,0.7)

32

New Piers - Pontoon

31
32

Variable (sec)

Existing users from Piers 3 & 4 combined.

Based on observations from existing services on Pier 2, allowing for extra time to that for existing pier 3 and 4
for swing in and making fast.
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Scenarios

B.4.1. Existing
Currently, in real life, ferries approach the ferry basin from the harbour main channel. They
move down the western side of the basin, close to Princes Wharf, and perform a manoeuvre
to berth at one of the four piers. Ferry masters maintain a safe distance between each other,
holding at the end of Princes Wharf if the area closer to the piers gets too crowded. When
several ferries are waiting, a queue forms. The ferries berth at their assigned pier, taking a
period of time to unload and then load their passengers. The ferries then depart via the
eastern side of the ferry basin adjacent to Queens Wharf and re-enter the harbour main
channel. Again, the ferry masters maintain a safe distance between ferries, waiting at their
berths until it is safe to depart.

B.4.2. Proposed New Piers
For the Future Case Piers 3 and 4 are replaced with new piers along Queens Wharf. The
position of the new piers means there is an area in front of the new piers where traffic exiting
Piers 1 and 2 interacts with ferries manoeuvring to enter the new piers. As with the other
areas, it is assumed that ferry masters will hold their vessels back to allow other ferries to
manoeuvre in and out of their berths. The ferries depart alongside Queens Wharf on the
eastern side of the basin.
It is assumed that, for the Future Case, the ferry services that operate out of Piers 3 and 4
are moved to the new piers. It is also assumed that the ferry schedules remain the same for
the As Is Case and the Future Case for the purposes of this model33.

B.4.3. Limitations
Some limitations of the model include:
Dependent on arrival rates, doesn’t model the vessel schedule.
Dependent on input assumptions and times.
Assumes vessels continue to arrive at the peak rate over an extended period of time,
i.e. doesn’t model peaks and troughs.
Doesn’t model time spent avoiding other vessels while travelling.

B.4.4. Simulation Times
Times obtained during the June simulations at the NZ Maritime School were used to inform
the travel and berthing times adopted in the model.
It is assumed that the ferries were overspeeding approximately 50% of the time and were
travelling on average 7.5kts during that time. The following equation was used to correct the
time.
7.5
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 0.5 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ ( )
5

33

It is expected that the number of services will increase in future as ferry passenger traffic grows, but this is
beyond the scope of this queuing study.
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In the simulation the timing was started 200m out from the north end of Princes Wharf on the
way in, and stopped at the north end of Queens Wharf on the way out. To bring entry and
exit times to a consistent basis 77 seconds34 was subtracted from the overall time.
Table 6 Average time spent in basin from simulation
Arrival

Depart

Pier 1C

292

134

Pier 2C

178

113

Pier 4C

175

244

Pontoons

126

154

Sawtooth

130

80

36

35

B.4.1. Existing Layout
The sawtooth layout protrudes significantly less into the basin. In modelling this scenario, the
basin was split into the same areas as the Pontoon layout and the majority of the estimated
times were the same. The primary difference is that a vessel leaving the new piers no longer
blocks the entrance in area A1.
The total time for vessels to berth is similar between the sawtooth layout and the pontoon
layout (bow in), however the time taken to leave the sawtooth layout berths is significantly
quicker.

34

Being the time taken to travel 200m assuming travelling 5kts
Corrected for early timing and overspeeding.
36
Shortest time from different pontoon simulation layouts - Berths at 45 degrees to the northwest.
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Figure 21 Existing layout timings

Number of vessels in
each area (excl. on
Piers):
A) 1 vessel
A1) 1 vessel
B) 1 vessel entering, 1
leaving
C) 1 vessel
D) 1 vessel leaving and 1
vessel entering area C
E) 2 vessels
F) 1 vessel
G) 1 vessel leaving and 1
vessel entering

Method for Estimating Times:
Area

Method

A&A1

Entering: For the time spent in area A, we have assumed the vessel is travelling 5kts for 250m and 4kts
for 75m, half was assigned to area A, half to area A1.

B&C

Entering: To estimate the time to enter the existing Piers 1 & 2, we adopted a total arrival time (average
of the simulations – stern in) of 295s and 204s respectively, this was first reduced by the time spent in
area A, then modified to account for overspeeding and starting the timing early.
Leaving: To estimate the departure time for Piers 1 & 2 accounting for overspeeding, we counted the
stills from a simulation control panel image from the June simulation. A vessel outline is drawn every 5
seconds allowing us to estimate the time spent in the inner basin on departure, by counting the outlines.

D

To estimate the time spent in area D for a vessel exiting from either Pier 1 or 2, we have assumed the
vessel is travelling 4kts for 125m.

E

Leaving: For the time spent in area E for a vessel exiting we have assumed the vessel is travelling 5kts
for 125m.

F

For the time spent in area F for a vessel exiting from either Pier 1 or 2, we have assumed the vessel is
travelling 5kts for 75m

G

Entering: Time taken in simulation modified to account for overspeeding and starting the timing early
less the time spent in areas A and A1.
Leaving: Time taken in simulation modified to account for overspeeding and less the time spent in areas
D, E and F.

The standard deviations observed in the simulations were adopted for berthing manoeuvres
and a 6 sec standard deviation was adopted elsewhere.
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Results:
Modelling with the parameters and times specified resulted in an average delay of 1 minute.
This was consistent between the vessel classes and piers. The queueing model of the
existing system shows the system is working (which is consistent with reality) and is a form
of validity test37.
The modelled System Power for the Existing layout is 9.2e-6.

B.4.2. Pontoon Layout
With the pontoon layout, the width of the basin is significantly reduced. This prevents vessel
circulation from happening under some circumstances. The simulation found that vessel
manoeuvring out of the new berths will require all of the available water space at times.
In modelling this scenario, the basin was split into a number of areas, as illustrated in Figure
22. Each area has its own set of rules and times taken to travel through, as outlined in the
figure.
Figure 22 Optimum Pontoon Layout

Number of vessels in
each area (excl. on
Piers):
A) 1 vessel
A1) 1 vessel
B) 1 vessel entering and
1 leaving
C) 1 vessel
D) 1 vessels leaving and
1 vessel entering area C
E) 1 vessel
F) 1 vessel

37

This validity test does not prove that the model results are correct, but indicates that the model is a plausible
representation of the ferry operations.
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Method for Estimating Times:
Area

Method

A&
A1

Entering: The time for the existing Piers 1&2 is the same as in the Existing scenario. For the new piers,
we assume the vessel travels 250m at 5kts. All of this time is allocated to Area A.
Leaving: Vessels leaving the new Piers need to enter area A1. To estimate the time we adopted the
total departure time, correcting it for overspeeding and subtracted the time allocated to areas F&E (the
same as the other vessels) and the 10s adopted to reverse through area E (see below).

B&C

The times for the existing Piers 1&2 are the same as in the existing scenario.

D

The times for the existing Piers 1&2 are the same as in the existing scenario.

E

Entering: For the time to enter the new piers (bow in ), we adopted an initial estimate of 150s (slightly
less than the shortest time observed in the simulations of 162s). This was modified to account for
overspeeding and starting the timing early and the time allocated to area A was subtracted. The result of
33s is adopted, though it is noted that this is likely an optimistic estimate given that only one vessel was
moving in the simulation with no interference due to departing traffic.

38

Leaving: The time through area E for the existing Piers 1&2 is the same as in the existing scenario. For
the time taken to depart the New Piers, we have adopted an initial estimate of 10s, the vessel then
enters area A, and then back to E, where the time is as adopted for Piers 1&2.
F

The time for all vessels is the same as in the existing scenario.

Standard deviations were adopted from the simulations where vessels were berthing and 6
sec was adopted elsewhere.
Results:
Modelling with the parameters and times specified resulted in a delay of between 3 and 10
minutes. This is due to holding in various areas of the basin to allow other vessels to arrive
and depart. The results by vessel class are shown below. The time is mainly comprised of
time spent holding on the berths waiting to leave and time queueing to enter area A.
Vessel Class

Average
Delay

Waiheke

9

General

3

Devonport

4

New Pier Users

10

The modelled System Power for the Pontoon layout is 6.1e-6. This is significantly lower than
the existing layout. We interpret this as indicating that the capacity of the Pontoon Layout to
cater for ferry traffic is less than for the existing layout.

B.4.3. Sawtooth Layout
The sawtooth layout protrudes significantly less into the basin. In modelling this scenario, the
basin was split into the same areas as the Pontoon layout and majority of the estimated
times were the same. The primary difference is that a vessel leaving the new piers no longer
blocks the entrance in area A1.

38
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We have adopted bow in as the results are the most favourable for the pontoon layout.
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The total time for vessels to berth is similar between the sawtooth layout and the pontoon
layout (bow in), however the time taken to leave the sawtooth layout berths and reach the
harbour channel is significantly lower.
Figure 23 Sawtooth layout timings

Number of vessels in
each area (excl. on
Piers):
A) 1 vessel
A1) 1 vessel
B) 1 vessel entering, 1
leaving
C) 1 vessel
D) 1 vessel leaving and 1
vessel entering area C
E) 1 vessel arriving, 2
vessels leaving,
maximum of 2 vessels
F) 1 vessel

Method for Estimating Times:
Area

Method

A&A1

Same as Pontoon Layout.

B&C

Same as Pontoon Layout.

D

Same as Pontoon Layout.

E

Entering: The time to enter the new piers adopts an initial estimate of 166s (the average time taken to
exit a sawtooth berth and travel out of the basin). This was modified to account for overspeeding and
starting the timing early and the time allocated to area A was subtracted.
Leaving: Time spent in area E for a vessel exiting from either Pier 1 or 2 adopts the same method as
the Pontoon Layout. The time taken to depart the New Piers adopts an initial estimate of 64s (the
average time taken to exit a sawtooth berth and travel out of the basin). The time was modified to
account for overspeeding and the time allocated to area F was subtracted.

F

Same as Pontoon Layout.

Standard deviations were adopted from the simulations where vessels were berthing and 6
sec was adopted elsewhere.
Results:
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Modelling with the parameters and times specified resulted in an average delay of 1 minute,
with a 2 minute delay for the Waiheke. This reasonably consistent with the existing scenario.
The modelled System Power for the 5 berth Sawtooth layout is 8.8e-6. This is better than the
6 berth Pontoon layout and essentially the same as the existing 6 berth layout.

42
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Comparison to Findings of 2017 Black Quay Report

In 2017 a report prepared by Black Quay Consulting reviewed and advanced a concept to
move ferry operations to Queens Wharf (Black Quay Consulting 2017).
The 2017 study concluded that a transverse pontoon layout extending out from Queens
Wharf was feasible, but also identified some potential issues and recommended more
detailed study. The 2017 report also commented that use of Princes Wharf for cruise ships
may not be compatible with ferry operations in the long term.
The 2018 simulations reported herein by Navigatus are largely a natural evolution of the
2017 concepts:
preliminary engineering layout drawings have been prepared by Tonkin and Taylor of
several versions of transverse pontoon layouts, including preliminary consideration of
space required for ramps for passenger gangways, piling and the like (Appendix A).
simulations have been used to explore potential issues that the 2017 report identified
(e.g. performance with winds from various quarters, possible need for one-way traffic
past the pontoons)
The 2018 simulations have been undertaken in a formal programme with Fullers ferry
masters helming, consistent with the recommendations of the 2017 study.
In addition this 2018 study has used queuing modelling to assess vessel interactions within
the basin as an operational transport terminus.
In summary the present study has found that potential issues identified in the 2017 study are
both real and significant constraints for a transverse pontoon layout.
A point of difference is that this study finds that the constraints will significantly impact on
operations from the outset, and would prevent the basin from operating effectively as a
terminus with current passenger and ferry numbers, even with a favourable arrangement of
pontoons, fendering and operating procedures.
A point of commonality with the 2017 study is that both Black Quay and Navigatus
recommend that consideration is given to ferry fleet specifications. Such considerations
would include the potential for bow loading (as recommended by Black Quay) and low speed
propulsion and manoeuvrability (Navigatus).
In summary several potential issues flagged in the 2017 study appear to be significant
constraints on the usability of the transverse pontoon concept at the Downtown Ferry Basin,
particularly in northerly winds.
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On-Water Ferry Simulations and Queuing Model

Appendix D.

Ferry Basin Time Sequences
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Navigatus

On-Water Ferry Simulations and Queuing Model

Appendix E.

Pontoon and Sawtooth Layout Drawings

All figures in this section are obtained from Tonkin and Taylor.
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